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About Us
Bioline Environmental and Recycling Solution Group delivers innovation under the brand
name KAMINOX that is many steps ahead of the environmental regulation compliance. In
the current scenario, environmental control and recycling is becoming a critical and crucial
aspect of all businesses as we have just one place to live, and so we need to ensure a clean
environment at all cost. All the equipments designed, manufactured, installed and
maintained by Kaminox is centered to this goal.
We possess specialization and expertise in designing your environmental control system
and recycling plants at a new facility. We can also accept job works for retroﬁtting an
installation at client's existing plant. We reply on our eﬃcacious technologies to provide you
cost-effective, durable and guaranteed results.
 We do turnkey project for setting incineration plants for biomedical, hazardous, chemical
waste, and crematoriums treatment facilities
 Apart from we shown our depth of innovation metal recycling plants for zinc, lead and
aluminum
 To keep clean our environment we have gas scrubbing solutions.
Kaminox Industries is supported with executives having more than a decade of experience.
Their work has been acknowledged and rewarded by many in the industry. Today, we are
established and popular for our dedication to deliver top quality equipment for assorted
applications along with taking job works for its post sale services.
 The devoted as well as cumulative hard work of KAMINOX team members has been
instrumental in manufacturing and delivering a huge range of Air Pollution Control
Equipment and Recycling Plants like Biomedical Waste Incinerator, Cyclone Separator

Assurance of High Quality
Quality is one such element our company never compromise with and it reﬂects in our
superior quality products which are made in adherence to ASTM, BIS, CE, CPCB WHOGMP, DIN, EPA and GMP standards. In the pursuit of excellence, our production team
utilizes hi-tech CNC Turning, Bending, Welding, Drilling and other machines. Through these
machinery and latest technology, we are fabricating an unparalleled range of Portable
Electrical Incinerator, Recycling Plant, Clean Air Equipment, etc. As we are dealing in
different categories of products, they are tested by the quality checking experts on different
technical parameters.

Our Products

Aluminium Alloy Ingot
Manufacturing Plant

Zinc Oxide Manufacturing Plant

UBC Can Recycling Plant

Lead Recycling Plant

TRF Furnace

Skelner Furnace

Combustion Fan

Air Pollution Control System

Gas Scrubber System

Centralized Dust Extraction System

Cyclone Separator

Metal Shredder Machine

Induction Furnace

Aluminium Melting Furnace

Magnetic Separator

Eddy Current Separator

Crucible Furnace

Aluminium Dross Processing Plant
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